How Easy It Is To Remember
(The Things That You'd Like To Forget)
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My story is old But it's often told For it happens ev'ry day
She thinks of him still And she always will For her little heart was true
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heart will have to pay
same as women do
He thought in time he
The rose that bloomed up-
could forget The girl he'd left behind
on her cheek Has faded long ago
But still the
She's longing
mem'ry of her face Is always on his mind
in her heart to see The one she used to know

CHORUS
How easy it is to break the heart of one who loves you
How easy it is to speak the word
That's harder to bear than a blow.
How easy it is to say "Good-bye" and afterwards regret.
How easy it is to remember the things that you'd like to forget.
How Easy It Is To Remember

How easy it is to break the heart of one who loves you, so__

How easy it is to break the heart of one who loves you, so__

How easy it is to speak the word that's harder to bear than a blow, How__

How easy it is to speak the word that's harder to bear than a blow, How__

How easy it is to say goodbye And afterwards regret, How__

How easy it is to say goodbye And afterwards regret, How__

How easy it is to remember; The things that you'd like to forever forget. How__

How easy it is to remember; The things that you'd like to forget__

How easy it is to remember; The things that you'd like to forever forget. How__

How easy it is to remember; The things that you'd like to forget.